
case study

Catalog Operations
Startup Speed at Enterprise Scale

Executive Summary

Achieving Scale and Performance Simultaneously

Invisible has intimate knowledge of the cataloging process, both at scale and quality. Since 2020, we have helped a major retailer catalog 
2.3 million SKUs a month. More specifically, our robust process engine delivers 150,000+ SKUs within a 26-44 hour turnaround time and a 
98.3% accuracy rate.



Online marketplaces are now competing to become the best “one stop shop” for consumers, requiring their catalogs to be updated at 
breakneck speeds.



Operational blockers pose a significant threat to scaling rapidly. Millions of SKUs need to be cleaned, organized, uploaded, verified, 
corrected, and placed within brand guidelines. This requires trained personnel alongside sophisticated technology to execute in an efficient 
manner.

“The team helped us catalog over 10 million SKUs (and counting) in 
record time. Without their help it would have been inconceivable”

- Operations Manager

The Problem

No Solution to an Immediate Need

During the pandemic, our client quickly expanded into new verticals including grocery, retail, pharmacy, and beverages. Their order volume 
increased by 70%, and the company expects to reach $50bn gross order volume by Q4 2022.



It was business critical for our client to seamlessly onboard new vendors, beating their competition in speed and ease of integration. But, 
they faced a huge scaling problem: how to catalog millions of SKUs a month across thousands of vendors in 3 separate countries (USA, 
Canada, Australia).

Traditional BPOs

 Long implementation cycle 

      extending time-to-value

 No technology to orchestrate workflow 
between agents and tasks

Tech Vendors

 Long implementation cycle 

      extending time-to-value

 No technology to orchestrate workflow 
between agents and tasks
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The Approach

Combining Technology, People and Automation

The process engine we use is designed to seamlessly orchestrate tasks, agents, and machines. It was made for labor intensive projects, 
like cataloging, that require coordination on critical tasks where speed, quality and scale are paramount. 

Within 30 days, our tech allowed us to train 200+ agents to process over 700,000+ SKUs in the first month of our partnership with perfect 
visibility for our client. The back end technology allowed us to:

Orchestrate Productivity

Machines scrape essential UPC data, 
pulling from GS1, GEPIR, and GDSN to 
prepare work. Meanwhile, people transform 
that data per style guides, making many 
structured, intelligent choices.

Deliver Total Consistency

Every time an item is catalogued, it’s done 
following the exact same process. In 
addition, our teams and technology learn 
patterns over time, gaining greater 
efficiencies.

Maintain Agility

When style guides, priorities, and SKU 
volumes change, our tech is  able to adapt 
effectively to rapid increases or decreases 
to SKU processing.

Accuracy and Scale


Jan Feb March April May June

1M Units

2M Units

3M UnitsNew Standards

Ideal KPIs

Intial KPIs

Volume Speed Quality

Month 3

Quality Bar Achieved
98.3% Accuracy on 40K SKUs

Month 5

New Quality Bar Achieved
98.3% Accuracy on 2M SKUs

Month 6

Set New Quality Bar
Over-delivered

Month 2

Speed Bar Achieved
48 Hours on 40K SKUs

Month 1

Hundreds Hired

and Trained

Month 5

New Speed Bar Achieved
48 Hours on 2M SKUs

The Impact

Operational Excellence for Astronomical Growth

In 2020, our client reoriented itself from restaurant delivery to a company that delivers “whatever people need...as efficiently as 

possible.” It meant aggressively onboarding millions of new products and expanding into new markets within a matter of months. 


Through Invisible’s critical support, we helped the retailer achieve the impossible: 250% revenue growth between 2020-2021, adding 

millions of new products added to their platform. Our continued partnership means the client can further expand it’s footprint both in 

the US, and abroad (where we now help in Japan and Germany), and enable the team to grow another 35% quarter-over-quarter in 

2022. 
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